CONFERENCE 2020 OVERVIEW

This year’s conference highlighted the “power of creative collaboration” and shone a
spotlight on how we continue to “rebuild”, “restore” and “recreate” our industry.
Chair’s Overview
“2020 has been an undeniably challenging year for us all, both personally and professionally. Throughout,
we have seen great examples of innovation and collaboration. CMSUK, like every organisation has had to
adapt to new ways of working, and, for us, this has most notably been our Study Days and Conference
moving to an online platform. The virtual conference platform allowed us to offer, for the first time, an
extensive range of international speakers as well as an increase, overall, in the number of speakers
presenting across a vast variety of subjects.
As a gesture of goodwill to our conference attendees and speakers, we have extended our one month
delegate pass for a further 30 days to allow access to the presentations and marketing materials in the
exhibition area. We were also able to send a donation to the charities in our charity stream.
We give our deepest thanks to all our speakers, sponsors and exhibitors who have supported us
throughout 2020 and especially during our conference.”

Karen Burgin

With Special thanks to our Platinum Plus sponsors
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PRESENTATIONS FROM OUR SPONSORS
Our Platinum Plus and Platinum sponsors presented on a wide array of subjects. Please find
their videos and presentations here:

PLATINUM PLUS SPONSORS:
Presentation title: Still Waters – Activities within the
Transitional Unit
Please click here for access
Password for access: not required

Presentation title: A Q&A with Matthew Hughes, Managing
Director, Dorset Orthopaedic
Please click here for access
Password for access: sDZ0C+yG

Presentation title: Tackling the challenge of chronic pain
Please click here for access
Password for access: kt51xZ@z

PLATINUM SPONSORS:
Presentation title: Collaborative work that
Occupational Therapy can bring to Case Management
Please click here for access
Password for access: 29cyR*@p
Presentation title: An overview of semi-rigid dynamic
neurological splints and compression garments
Please click here for access
Password for access: not required
Presentation title: Freedom accessible and multigenerational kitchen features
Please click here for access
Password for access: not required
Presentation title: Celebrating 10 years within Case
Management
Please click here for access
Password for access: not required

A SELECTION OF CONFERENCE FEEDBACK FROM SPEAKERS
AND DELEGATES
Speakers and exhibitors:
“Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to your fantastic conference!”
“It was great to catch up with ‘old’ contacts and make new ones!”
“I enjoyed the opportunity to present live and the interaction with the delegates!”
“Thank you for the opportunity to exhibit - it was a tremendous success!”
“Thank you for your efforts in making the exhibition area a success. It generated some excellent leads
for us!”
“Thank you for the opportunity to share our experiences and methods for overcoming challenges with
case management professionals.”

Delegates:
“I enjoyed the opportunity to access valuable insights remotely.”
“I loved learning whilst being in the comfort of my own home!”
“The range of presentations was very pleasing – something for everyone and I was able to learn about
topics that I wouldn’t usually have access to!”
“Being able to watch, read and learn at my own pace was invaluable.”
“I enjoyed the fact that I didn’t have to choose between presentations as I could watch all recordings
back at times that suited me!”
“The virtual stands were excellent and it was great to ‘meet’ the exhibitors in their Zoom rooms and make
connections.”
“The app is an excellent networking tool which I can utilise throughout the year to connect with other
professionals.”
“I particularly enjoyed the live sessions, where I could enter questions during the live Q&As.”
“Thank you for a very well organised conference. I enjoyed it all!”
“I enjoyed the overall message of resilience and the opportunity to reflect on my role and different ways
of working.”

Tweets:
“Well done @cmsocietyuk we are loving today’s conference, such a lot of useful sessions on case
management!”
“Well done @cmsocietyuk a great virtual conference! What a task you took on, a real achievement!”
“Have to say, the team running #CMSUK2020 have impressed again – the app, website and content
combine to deliver a really polished experience! Thanks for a great event!”
“Hearing about the ways case management has adapted to continue to provide support during the
Covid-19 pandemic was a really thought provoking and motivational way to end two fantastic days of
presentations.”

WITH THANKS TO OUR PLATINUM PLUS SPONSORS
Coastal Case Management is a case management
company that helps assess the immediate needs of an
individual that has suffered an accident or injury. Working
under the rehabilitation code, our team provide many
services to help provide the correct rehabilitation plan for
whoever may need it. Our experienced Case Managers
carry out Immediate Needs Assessments (INA’s) that
help identify and prioritise individual needs. Our
assessments are goal driven and detail orientated to
provide a clear journey to satisfy an individual's
rehabilitation needs.
Whether
you're
looking
for
private
therapy
sessions, detailed physio assessments or second
opinion work for one of your clients, find out how Coastal
Case Management's rehabilitation service could help
you.
https://www.coastalcasemanagement.co.uk/

Dorset Orthopaedic is one of the UK's leading
independent providers of prosthetic, orthotic, silicone
and rehabilitation services. Established in 1989, Dorset
Orthopaedic — which has clinics in Hampshire and the
Midlands — operates under its ethos of “Strive for Better”
and helps clients live life without limits. As well as having
comprehensive experience in meeting the needs of
complex cases, it is also a world leader in silicone skin
solutions. It prides itself on providing total rehabilitation
for its patients, a bespoke service and attention to detail.
https://www.dorset-ortho.com/en/

RESTORE is an innovative pain management
programme from RTW Plus which combines pain
neuroscience education and behaviour modification with
1:1 specialist clinical support and 24/7 health coaching.
RESTORE helps reduce pain, increase functional ability,
improve sleep and mood, reduce pain medication and
improve quality of life.
RESTORE is easy to access and is of a shorter
treatment duration through virtual services delivering
significant value of money.
https://rtwplus.com/

WITH THANKS TO OUR PLATINUM SPONSORS
Proclaim Group is an award-winning group of
companies comprising Proclaim Care; Obair Associates
and Resolve Health. We deliver client focused
rehabilitation and vocational services that deliver
outcomes. With over 20 years’ experience our clinically
led teams provide a nationwide service for case
management, vocational assessments, occupational
therapy, treatment and diagnostics.
https://www.proclaim-group.co.uk/
For over 30 years we have been a leader in the design,
manufacture and service delivery of custom- made
medical compression garments and dynamic splints.
Our medical compression garments and world first
neurological splints continue to evolve from advances in
medical and therapy practice. Second Skin innovations
have resulted in significant improvements in medical
management and quality of life for children and adults.
We proudly work with health care providers, clients and
their families to deliver the best products and services
and empower our clients to be the best they can be.
https://www.secondskin.com.au/
Symphony is the UK’s largest privately owned
manufacturer of fitted kitchen, fitted bedroom and fitted
bathroom furniture.
Our customers include residential housing developers
and
housebuilders,
social
housing
providers,
independent retailers and merchants.
Symphony offers their broad range of customers an
unrivalled portfolio of brands of furniture and accessories
for every project. We pride ourselves on this diverse
product range, our cutting edge manufacturing
capabilities and outstanding service providing our
customers with everything they need to succeed.
https://www.symphony-group.co.uk/
Unite Professionals Case Management provide a
nationwide, bespoke service for clients who have
suffered catastrophic life changing or serious injury,
supporting them through their rehabilitation journey.
All Unite Professionals case managers have many years
of clinical experience, coordinating and supporting
multidisciplinary teams, advocating for the involvement
of professionals and services using clinically evidenced
reasoning and individualised outcome measures, always
ensuring the client is at the centre of the journey, to reach
their maximum potential.
This year Unite Professionals celebrate 10 years of
delivering industry leading case management in the
personal injury sector.
https://www.uniteprofessionals.co.uk/

WITH THANKS TO OUR GOLD SPONSORS
Do you want to work as an Independent Case
Manager?
We support Independent Case Managers by providing
clinical, business and practical support.
Enjoy the clinical and financial benefits of
independence alongside membership of a supportive
experienced Case Management community.
Membership starts at just £21/hour.
https://www.threehub.co.uk/
CHD Living operates two specialist rehabilitation
centres, Bagshot Park and Kingston Rehab. Both of our
purpose built, state-of-the-art centres are overseen by
our employed, skilled multidisciplinary teams and
supported by GP’s and specialist consultants.
Aims: Together, our teams work to provide excellent
treatment and rehabilitation for those in our care.
To establish a care pathway that includes patient
specific treatment programmes in order to facilitate the
best possible recovery of those in our care.
To enable our patients to live as independently as
possible, within the scope of their rehabilitation, in order
to enhance their quality of life, in a stimulating and
caring environment.
https://chdliving.co.uk/
Case Manager Travel Services (CMTS) is the UK’s
first travel service dedicated to supporting case
management companies and independent case
managers in the critical function of making travel
accessible and inclusive to their valued clients.
CMTS has been designed and crafted by globally
respected accessible and inclusive travel innovators,
leaders and experts with an enviable history of
supporting the UK’s leading case management
companies and catastrophic injury specialist legal
practitioners.
https://www.cmts.uk/
Founded in 1998, Corpore take pride in providing case
management and rehabilitation services across a
diverse range of sectors throughout the UK.
We deliver an independent service from early
intervention approaches on minor injury management
through to adults and children who have sustained life
changing and catastrophic injuries.
https://www.corpore.co.uk/

Direct Healthcare Solutions Limited is dedicated to
providing a range of quality healthcare products backed
up with efficient and forward-thinking service in an ever
changing healthcare landscape.
The high quality of the products supplied, combined
with a passionate and progressive approach to the
design, planning and installation process means that
Direct Healthcare Solutions can provide our clients with
a complete healthcare solution where all needs and
requirements are met to the highest standard. Our
clients can also have peace of mind that the on-going
maintenance and servicing of their products can be
managed in an efficient and cost-effective manner.
Within all projects we strive to include and empower all
stakeholders in the decision making process at the
earliest stage possible, this enables us to provide the
best quality, most suitable and cost effective solution
for the needs of our clients.
https://dhslimited.co.uk/
Innova enhance quality of life through innovation. Truly
accessible homes facilitate independence and look
great too.
Person-centred care solutions to meet all your clients’
needs.
Diverse products: hoist systems, hydrotherapy pools,
bathroom equipment, domestic lifts, beds and
mattresses, seating, and powerchairs.
Expert services: consultation, design, installation,
project management, and maintenance.
https://www.innovacareconcepts.com/en/
Iridium Scanning is run by medical professionals and
provides safe and accurate scans throughout the UK.
We endeavour to provide affordable investigations to
those clients who would like to arrange and pay for their
own investigations privately and give them rapid
access to scans and results with in couple of days to
reach a confirmed diagnosis leading to appropriate
management.
We understand that it is hard to take time out of your
busy routine and based on this understanding, we offer
both office and telephonic based consultations, choice
of scanning facility close to your home and various
other services like private GP service in London,
complete heath checks, blood testing and medicine
prescription and even blood sample collection from the
comfort of your home.
https://iridiumscans.co.uk/
Pace is the UK's largest independent provider of
prosthetic rehabilitation services.
Its unrivalled MDT approach to rehabilitation offers
prosthetic, orthotic, physiotherapy, occupational
therapy & psychology services to individuals who have
sustained limb loss or serious limb injury.
Their clinics are in Amersham (Bucks), Bredbury
(Cheshire) & Glasgow (Scotland).
https://www.pacerehab.com/

We are a centre offering neurological rehabilitation and
complex nursing care; providing a whole solution in one
location and staffed by specialists utilising both the
latest technology available, as well as traditional
therapy tools. This consultant-led service equips
patients with the skills and knowledge for the highest
level of recovery.
https://www.royalbucks.co.uk/
Sleep Unlimited Ltd are the largest company of sleep
experts in the UK. Founded in 2003, we are headed by
our Clinical Director Dr David Lee.
All of our highly acclaimed services are evidence based
– our R.E.S.T. programme which we use in our training,
assessment and treatment uses Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy for Insomnia (CBTi), the NICE recommended
guideline for treating a sleep disorder – and our
oximetry testing for Sleep Apnoea is run by a team of
qualified physiologists headed by one of the few
RPSGTs in the UK who has over 40 years’ experience
working with sleep disorders.
We offer a ‘one stop shop’ for all things sleep – our
education and assessment is available to everyone –
from individuals to large organisations, children to
adults and for any issue or sleep problem worldwide.
https://sleepunlimited.co.uk/
Snap is a specialist agency recruiting high calibre
support workers, SEN nannies, enablers, nurses, PAs,
buddies & night carers to support children, young
people & adults with disabilities or additional needs. We
work across the UK & Internationally.
We have three service levels to either recruit for, or
promote your vacancy:
Option 1: the Full Recruitment
Option 2: the Snap Shortlist
Option 3: the Snap Job Advert
We're passionate about finding the very best support
for each child and client and have been since 2001!
https://www.snapcare.co.uk/
Are you looking for quality interventions to support
clients presenting with persistent pain and fatigue?
Vitality360 is an experienced rehabilitation provider
working in this field. Our team of highly qualified,
professionally-registered clinicians is drawn from a
wide range of specialisms so that we can provide our
clients with a fully integrated approach to their
rehabilitation. Our multi-disciplinary and evidencebased approach achieves excellent outcomes.
We can work with clients face-to-face or virtually, or a
combination of both. We find that virtual support offers
better outcomes for this client group as it overcomes
barriers to progression (e.g. increased pain, fatigue or
anxiety) caused by attending appointments in person.
We can also offer workplace visits if required.
https://vitality360.co.uk/referrers

WITH THANKS TO OUR SILVER SPONSORS
Ashtons Legal provides holistic legal advice with a
strong focus on rehabilitation to those living with
catastrophic injuries. Their PI and CN teams are
described as providing “a first-class service in
complex cases of maximum severity” (Legal 500
2021). They are complemented by dedicated Court of
Protection, Employment, Client Liaison and Lifetime
Planning teams.
https://www.ashtonslegal.co.uk/
Bridge Case Management Limited is a specialist
rehabilitation company, providing Immediate Needs
Assessments and coordination of treatment and
services (Case Management) for adults and children
following accidents resulting in severe traumatic
injuries.
https://www.bridgecasemanagement.co.uk/homepage
CCH Ltd work with case managers, insurers and
solicitors to advise and navigate through statutory
provision for health, social care and Educational
Health Care Plans. CCH provide case management
supervision, mentoring, advice on rehabilitation,
shadow case management and review and report on
case management service provision.
CaseLogger is a simple system for tracking activity
across all your cases, accessible on any device, and
able to produce the reports you need in just a few
clicks.
We'd love to show you around CaseLogger! Contact
us for a screenshare demo at a date & time
convenient to you.
https://www.caselogger.co.uk/
Eastern Adaptations is a family-run business
specialising in bathroom adaptations, operating
throughout the UK.
Our mission is to ‘enable the less-abled, disabled and
elderly in the comfort of their own home.’ We pride
ourselves on fast turnaround installs and project
management excellence providing a hassle-free
project for all involved.
https://easternadaptations.com/
Energise Health offer educational Recovery
Facilitation Programmes. RFPs provide participants
with a strong foundation for recovery and selfmanagement following injury or diagnosis. They
educate participants about typical body-mind
responses (e.g. pain, anxiety/low mood, poor sleep
and fatigue) and support them to develop a
personalised toolkit of practical, evidence-based
strategies.
https://www.energiseourhealth.co.uk/

Gympanzees provides play, exercise and friendship
opportunities to children and young with disabilities,
to improve their physical and mental health and
wellbeing, and to take their families out of isolation.
We do this through Pop Up activity events, an Online
Resource Hub, Online Therapy Sessions and an
Equipment Lending Library.
https://www.gympanzees.org/
ICM provides specialised immediate needs
assessment and case management services for
clients across the south of England who have
suffered catastrophic life-changing injuries. We help
clients,
through
integrated
and
effective
rehabilitation, to achieve their maximum level of
independence and the highest possible quality of life,
for the rest of their life.
https://integratedcm.co.uk/
We value the experience Case Managers bring to
Expert work, in fact 50% of our Experts are Case
Managers. ‘Bolt-on’ our work to your caseload and
extend your report writing and assessment skills, with
peer support like no other. Find out how you can
empower claimants for the long-term.
https://www.jwebbexperts.co.uk/
Karen Burgin Ltd specialises in the assessment and
case management of adults and children who have
complex disability as a result of accident, injury or
clinical negligence. Our associates are some of the
most experienced within their field who have come
together to offer a personalised service whilst sharing
common values which focus on excellence, integrity
and teamwork.
Specialist Case Management Recruiter Jess
Remnant has become an expert for recruitment within
the Case Management field. Partnering with niche
Case Management companies and Law firms, she
understands the field and has spent 4
years developing an excellent network supporting
clients with market advice and providing candidates
with exciting opportunities.
https://medicor-global.com/
Nelson Therapy Services achieve better outcomes
because we augment the services of experienced
trauma therapists with the supervisory insights of
solution-focused practice. We also provide specialist
interventions, such as neuropsychology, paediatric
neuropsychology and career coaching.
We are nationwide and strive to work closely and
quickly with case managers.
https://nelson-therapy.co.uk/
Onyx Rehabilitation is a quality independent service
providing rehabilitation case management to help
people deal with the consequences of injury and
rebuild their quality of life.
Onyx’s mission is to provide a quality rehabilitation
service that puts the interests of the injured person
first.

With over 20 years in the media and broadcast
industry, Orange Planet Pictures specialise in
affordable and effective television, film and online
corporate content – large and small.
Their award-winning team are all extremely
professional and multi-skilled having worked with
some of the UK's largest television programmes and
global brands.
https://www.orangeplanetpictures.com/
Qunote 3.0 has arrived. The new Qunote is lightningfast, incorporates many sought-after new features
and works instantly on any device, giving you access
to client notes from anywhere. It is the most advanced
and user-friendly cloud-based system around for
securely recording notes, handling emails, and taking
care of your billing.
https://qunote.com/
For 25 years |reach| has specialised in neurological
rehabilitation for brain injured clients.
We provide effective hands-on rehabilitation at the
client’s own home, community, school and
workplace. |reach| are a national company operating
across the UK for children and adults. We work with
cases ranging from serious TBI to mild/PCS.
http://www.reachpersonalinjury.com/
We provide independent advice and prepare reports
in respect of accommodation needs and can work
with solicitors and companies as expert witness to
offer testimony on the adaptations within a property
for disabled people. We have designed and managed
construction and alteration projects for disabled
clients and their families.
https://www.rectorysurveyors.co.uk/
Red Pepper Nutrition specialises in dietetic advice
following a traumatic injury. Our goal is to optimise
food intake and nutrition for rehabilitation and
independence and to prevent future disease and
illness. Red Pepper Nutrition sees nutrition as the
foundation of rehabilitation and health.
https://www.redpeppernutrition.com/
Search Accessibility provides assistance and support
to people who have sustained life changing injuries
and require suitable accessible homes to rent or
purchase. We maintain a collaborative approach
working closely with our Clients, Case Managers and
Legal and Treating teams to locate, design and
deliver bespoke, accessible homes.
https://www.search-accessibility.com/
Valorum Care’s nursing and residential homes offer
high-quality complex-needs support.
Operating across the UK, every home reflects our
core ethos. Namely, an unwavering focus on the
holistic needs of the individual; balancing exceptional
clinical care with the wider activities and interactions
central to a fulfilling and enriched life.
https://valorumcaregroup.com/

To find out more about upcoming events and how to book, please click
here.
If you have a suggestion for a webinar topic or article for our industry
magazine, please email info@cmsuk.org.

PO Box 293,
Sutton, SM1 9BH
Tel: 07786 656031
E-mail: info@cmsuk.org
Website: www.cmsuk.org
Charity Registration No: 1112933

Follow us on:
Case Management
Society UK

#CMSUK2020
#CMSUKVirtualConference

